Introduction Introduction
• Use measured data from a highly-scattering environment to explore effect of waterfilling and 2 other transmit beamforming algorithms (e.g. by feedback of weights from BS)
• Generalized waterfilling (Nash equilibrium)
• Zero-forcing at TX
• Successive zero-forcing at TX
• Examine how the algorithms could be used to provide 
Tx
Algorithms Algorithms --Nash equilibrium Nash equilibrium
• Waterfilling -Nash Equilibrium -non-cooperative game • Waterfill pre-whitened channel
• R is different from each user's perspective
• One user waterfills their channel -affects all others
• So next user waterfills current channel etc…
• Each user tends not to deviate from this profile since it would ultimately reduce their own capacity
• Requires knowledge of the current covariance for each user -either locally or centrally
Algorithms

Algorithms --Diagonalization Diagonalization
• AP has n T antennas, j th receiver has n Rj antennas • j th receiver weights with R j , BS uses T j to communicate with it
• Block diagonalization chooses T j to satisfy • Limits on number of antennas and independent streams: • 2-user system makes best use of higher SNR
• 4-user system yields higher capacity than 3-user system Nash equilibrium II Nash equilibrium II
• Prefer to operate with a 'few' interferers if we must have >1
• With 2 users, can waterfill away from all interference by using only 2 streams each
• Abrupt change from 2 streams/user with 3 users to 1 stream/user with 4 users -again allows waterfilling away from interference • Distributing same number of streams among more users can give substantial improvements in total capacity • Waterfilling is able to choose best substreams across whole system rather than just one user -hence (1,1,1,1) is best
• Results in proportionally lower per-user capacity • Allows for diff-QoS if user is prepared to pay for lower overall rate Successive Successive --diagonalization diagonalization --ordering ordering
• 2-stream user's capacity varies dramatically depending on ordering • Cannot find 2 good subchannels when avoiding two 1-stream users 
